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I. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we study the real solutions of the real differential equation 
Jqs) + (1 +J(s) + h(s) cos 27p)y(r) = 0 (f=g) (1) 
where 7 is a positive constant. By a “solution” of Eq. (1) we mean a function 
which has an absolutely continuous first derivative and which satisfies Eq. (1) 
almost everywhere. Our main result is given by 
THEOKJDI 1. Let f EL~[O, 03) and h be a function of bounded variation on 
[0, co) such that there exists a positive integer c for which 
i 
z ! h(.v)i”d.v = ;O and 
s 
n j h(.x)!c+l dx < W. (2) 
n 0 
Assume 7 satisjes orte of the three following conditions: (a) 7 is irrational; 
(b) 7 = p/q wherep and q are coprime integers such that p > c + 1 or q > c + 1; 
(c) 7 = p/q where p and q are coprime integers such that p > q, p f q := 1 
* The work of this author mm initiated at the University of Maryland and supported 
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(mod 2) and p -1: c. Then each solution of Eq. (1) alzd its first derizatipe ore 
bounded as s + ~2. More precisely, all solutions of Ey. (1) satisfy a relation 
where the czj are rationalfunctions of?. clrrdlz, rind k, are ronstunts ofiutqratio7~ 
z&se choice uniquely determines y. 
RERIARK. The first two constants are 
1 -47)” t- 357’ -- 15 ____ 
‘2 = 16(+ __ 1) ’ ca Izz ----T- 1024(rj ~~ 1)3(4112..1) 
In 1900 B&her [ 1] showed, under the hypothesis h ~-: 0, that each solution 
J’ of Eq. (1) is such that)! = k, sin(s -k k,) + o(l), cf. [2, 31. Caccioppoli [4], 
studying the case where 77 2. 0 and f 1 0, showed that each solution of 
Eq. (1) is bounded as s + co. Ascoli [5, 61 combined and generalized these 
results, cf. [7, 81. Generalizations to systems of differential equations are 
found in [9, IO], and numerous asymptotic results for Eq. (1) arc contained 
in the books [II, 121. 
Atkinson [13] established the boundedness of the solutions of Eq. ( 1 j under 
the condition that c ::, 3. He also considered the tu-o cases where 
and showed that unbounded solutions esist in each case. 
Van der Corput [14] proved, under slightly more restrictive conditions on 
q than those given in Theorem 1, that each solution y of Eq. (1) could be 
written in the form 
where 
y(x) =: r(s) sin(w + B(s)), y’(s) == r(x) cos(s .- H(x)) 
log r(s) = h, -: l Cc,, c;, .I’, [h(.~)]‘; ds 4 IL 
(3 
.A similar formula was obtained for 0(.x). Essentially then, our stability 
theorem has been derived by showing that the constants ci, in wn der Corput’s 
formula are identically zero. 
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Combining our results with Atkinson’s [13], we see that the questions 
given below constitute the main unresolved points in the asymptotic theory 
of Eq. (1). Are there unbounded solutions of Eq. (1) when 7 does not satisfy 
the hypothesis of Theorem 1 ? Only for 7 == l/2 and 7 --- 1 is the answer 
known [ 131. \Vhat is the asymptotic behavior of the solutions of Eq. (I ), when 
7 is irrational and (2) is replaced by It =- o(l) ? 
1Ve introduce definitions and notation necessary for stating Lemma 1. Let 
A = (a> denote a given finite set, while A = {a} denotes a finite set whose 
elements a = (la: ,..., No) are finite tuples of elements of A. If a = (roe ,..., ,.,a) 
and b = (ra: ,..., No, h’+la: ,..., N,.M m) (not necessarily elements of 9) and M 3 1, 
we say that b is a follower of a and write b > a. If M = 1, we say that b is a 
szdccessor f a and write b > n. The relation b > a means that b follows a or 
is identical to a. We partition d into two disjoint subsets: the interior of rZ, 
denoted by Ao; the boundary of A, denoted by ail. If a E A and there exists 
b > a such that b $ a, then a E BA. Otherwise we are free to put a in A0 or 3.4. 
To each tuple a = (,a,.. ., *,cY) formed from elements of A (a not necessarily 
in A), we associate a complex number [a] such that [a] = 0 if 
(I%..., N-1 CX) $ /Jo. We denote by $(a) and H(u) complex-valued functions 
defined over -d and Aa, respectively. For each pair of tuples a = (ro1,..., No) 
and b = (roe ,..., ,+x, N,.1~ ,..., N+M~) with M > I, we define ~!/a! = 1 and 
?hrnrA 1. assume thut for each a E A0 
444 = c PIW) I- w4. 
bS-a 
Then a E A implies 
(4) 
This lemma was first given by van der Corput in his lectures (unpublished) 
on asymptotics at Berkeley. A generalization of the lemma is proved in [15]. 
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3. PROOF OF THEOREM I 
We divide the proof into four parts. In part I we transform Eq. (1) and 
introduce definitions that allow us to apply Lemma 1. In Parts 2, 3 and 3 wc 
establish Theorem 1 under the respective assumptions (a), (b), and (c) given 
in the hypotheses. 
PART I. i$‘e use the Priifer transformation given by (3). It follows that 
8, = [f + h cos 2qx][l - COS(2.Y -Jm 2691 
2 
___-__ (5) 
_ _ --[f -+ h cos 27x1 sin(2s + 20) 1.) 
__~ * 
P 2 
Let A = {$, & ,..., &3j. T o each jfi we associate numbers jfl, j@; , ,/3; and 
;/?” as given in Table 1. If a I= (1~ ,..., h,~), we define u” and u: b! 
N N 
a” = C &’ and ai = C ,x1 (j = 1, 2). 
k=l i. -1 
TABLE 1 
iB ,13; P’ J 1 d” 
_~ 
I I ‘4 I 0 I 
1 14 -~ I 0 I 
3 -118 I I I 
4 -- I ,8 -~ I -I I 
5 --I 8 1 I I 
6 -~- 1 ,8 I I I 
1 i, 8 I I 1 
8 -i 8 -I -I I 
9 -jr8 I I I 
IO i8 ~~ I I I 
\Ve define +(a; m; h, B)(hereafter shortened to +(a)) b! 
+(a) = ha” esp{2i[(+ -t a.$ -L Q]\.. 
It is easily seen that 
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where 
Fl(x) =f[l - cow + WI -fsin(2r + 28) 
2 
and F,(x) = 2 * 
If a;?J f -a; , we define H(a; x; h,f, Qshortened to H(a)) by 
H(u) = -44w1 
iha” - 
$1 + a; 
-!! {exp 2i[(a;q + uJx + u;8]). 
2(u;~ + a;) dx 
Let a = (+,..., Na) where N 3 1 and u;~ f -u; . Then we define 
[a, 4 by 
i 
-a$ 
[Q, a] = a;1 + a; ’ if 4Jt d%..., &, 
If LY. E A, define [a] = 6. With these definitions a straight forward calculation 
shows that if a;~ f- -a;, then $(a) satisfies Eq. (4). 
PART 2. In this part we assume that 7 satisfies condition (a). Let A be the 
set of all tuples a = (1o1,..., icy) such that N < c + 1, while A0 consists of 
those tuples for which N < c and u;q f -ai . Applying Lemma 1 we see 
that 
8’ = F,(r) + i C b! 4(b) + c 6! H(b) 
i=l b> jP b>j 
beBA b.Ao 
(6) 
and 
r’ 
- = F,(x) + E 
T 
i 
c b! 4(b) + c b! H(b) (7) 
j=‘i b>jS b># 
beaA bEA 
Using Chartier’s test [16, p. 721 and the fact thatfELl[O, to), we see that 
b E A0 implies that H(b) is integrable over [0, co). Note that 
bg b! m = z;, b! w + 23, b!.+(b) + zsj b! 4(b), 
boaA 
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where Zrj ,2& , and Za, respectively denote summation over the sets 
Clearly if b E naj , then 4(b) EL~[O, SO). Further, (laj is an empty set because 
rl is irrational. Also it is clear that Zljb!+(b) -= Zljb!ht”. 
\Ve shall now show that C,,6!P” = O(j = 7, 8,9, IO). Let 6 = (rx ,..., .,a) 
be in (lIj and such that b! + 0. We shall prove that all such elements come in 
pairs such that if b and d == (ry,..., xy) form such a pair, then b! =- -d!. 
Assume that 1~ = ,/3. Then construct d in the following manner: let Iy = &3 
and for the remaining elements use the substitutions given in Table 2. Clearlv 
b! == --d!. Similarly one can show the same results hold if ta: == $I, $3, or ,,,j. 
Therefore upon integration, Eq. (7) yields the result 
y = A, + O(l), 
where k, is an arbitrary real number. 
(8) 
TABLE 2 
IF @(k = 2, 3 ,..., N) EQUALS AN ELEMENT IN COL. 1, 
ONE CHOOSES Ky AS THE CORRESPONDING ELEMENT IN COL. 2. 
From Eq. (6) and the preceding discussion we see that 
8’ = i Z:,j b! lib” + E 
i-3 
(9) 
where 
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By Chartier’s test &i/3) and $(a& are integrable on [0, co) so that C(X) is 
integrable on [O, rc)). 
We now set 
k = 1,2 ,..., c, 
where ,Z,jp denotes summation over all b E Arj such that b” =: R. Thus 
Eq. (9) becomes 
Let us show that if h is an odd number, say 2L + 1, then cli = 0. 
Let b = &,..., 2L+1 (II), b; = 0, and b; = 0 where I~ E {&3, & & &3} and 
ka: E tlb ?b ,..., &) (R = 2, 3 ,..., 2L + 1). Then b; is a sum of the form 
b;= &l&l ... iI, E 1 (mod2). - --I (10) 
2L +- 1 terms 
This implies b; + 0, which is a contradiction. Hence ZJj, , where k is odd, is 
an empty sum. Thus cpL.-r = 0, and this completes the proof of part 2. 
PART 3. In this part we assume that 7 satisfies condition (b). We first con- 
sider the case where p < 4 and Q > C. If b E Aaj , one must have j b; / = Rq 
where k is a positive integer. This implies b” > 4. However, b” < c < q. 
This contradiction shows that the set Aaj is empty. In the case where p > p 
and p > c, the set Asj is shown to be empty is an analogous manner. The 
remainder of the proof of Part 3 now follows as in Part 2. 
PART 4. In this part we assume that 71 satisfies condition (c). Without loss 
of generality we may assume that p is even. If b E Aaj , then j bi j = kp where 
R is a positive integer. This implies 6” > p. We also have b” < c < p + 1. 
Since p and b” are integers, b” - p. This implies 6; is even, cf. Eq. (10). 
However, since b;~ = --bi we must have 1 b; 1 = q = 1 (mod 2). The 
contradiction again shows that Asj is the empty set, and the proof may be 
completed exactly as in Part 2. 
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